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The mayor's declaration and his public contempt of the 
Holiness of our Holy Shabbat day hurt many thousands of 
our wonderful people. 
Many Knesset members and public figures talked to him 
and tried to dissuade him from executing his malicious 
intent, but he insisted with complete refusal and boldness. 
As if this was not enough, he even came out in a 
declaration and defiance and incited harshly towards the 
religious "minority". 
Because of this, the honorable rabbis then decided to hold 
a huge rally and say the songs of "Kabbalat Shabbat" in 
the city streets. 
The rally was scheduled for Shabbat Parshat Pinchas, 21 
of Tammuz 5730, in which all the people who attended the 
synagogues came out of the synagogues into the street. 
Hundreds of worshipers marched toward the rally’s 
location, headed by the City’s chief Rabbis, the Gaon Rabbi 
Yitzhak Yechiel Yakobovich, the Gaon Rabbi Shmuel 
Tobias and the Gaon Rabbi Chaim Yitzhak Halevi. 
The mayor, who did not like the idea of the rally, was 
furious and enraged, and even contacted the police station 
commander directly and asked him to arrest the various 
outlaws. Thirteen protesters were arrested, including all 
three of the honorable rabbis mentioned above. Also Rabbi 
Yosef Yaakov, chairman of the religious council, received 
a summons to court for "disturbing the public order”... 
The leaders of the ultra-Orthodox Judaism have decided to 
protest the violation of the dignity of the rabbis: "Heaven 
forbid, here there is sin over sin, declaration of Shabbat 
desecration and a false arrest of important rabbis." 
R’ Yosef Yaakov, the Chairman of the Religious Council, 
arrived at the Beit Midrash of the Admor of Sanz Ztz’l, the 
author of the "Divrei Yatziv". 
In humble holiness he told the Admor about the mayor's 
disgrace of the Shabbat's sanctity and that public 
transportation operates in Herzliya on Shabbat as it does 
on the weekday.  

 

 

 

Our Parsha deals with the commandment of the Holy 
Shabbat, stating: "Six days work may be done, but on the 
seventh day you shall have sanctity, a day of complete rest 
to the Lord; whoever performs work thereon [on this day] 
shall be put to death. You shall not kindle fire in any of your 
dwelling places on the Sabbath day." 

We wrote a little bit in last weeks’ newsletters, just a drop from 
the ocean about the holiness and virtue of our Holy Shabbat. 

Truth must be told: even if we dedicate the entire 
newsletter every week to writing about Shabbat - we still 
would not fulfill our obligation. For our Shabbat is the signal 
and the eternal connection between us and our Father in 
heaven. From it and through it we receive health, 
tranquility, livelihood, marital harmony, nachat from the 
children and an abundant joy of life. The Holy Shabbat is 
our being and our eternal existence, it bestows favors and 
salvation to those who keep it, and G-d forbid bad things to 
the ones who desecrate it.  

To what extent? 
Thank G-d we merited that in our generation every week 
there are Dozens (or hundreds) of wonderful publications 
written and distributed about the weekly Parsha.  
Each newsletter has its uniqueness, where the unifying line 
is to spread as much love of your fellow, love of G-d, and 
the love for the land of Israel. One of the publication’s I 
really enjoy reading is "Peninei Ein Hemed" written by 
Rabbi Eliyahu Haim Pinhasi Shlit”a. 
My dear and beloved friend, R’ Doron Sharvit Hy”v, 
presented me with the "Peninei Ein Hemed"  newsletter 
and said: "There is a story here about the Holy Shabbat 
that you will be delighted to read." 
I read it and enjoyed it, and here it is for you to read:  

"It was in the year 5730, fifty years ago. The mayor of the 
city of Herzliya passed a disgraceful decision that Herzliya 
would be the second city in Israel to operate public 
transportation on Shabbat. 
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Lesson of Parshas „Vayakhel-Pekudei‟ 5770. 

"My dear son was critically injured in a car accident" - the mayor cried out!!! 
 

 

Candles lighting time:  Shabbat ends:              Latest Kriat Shema (M”A):    Latest Kriat Shema (Gr”a):      Mincha Gedola:   
           

 Los Angeles: 18:43      Los Angeles: 19:44       Los Angeles: 9:21                 Los Angeles: 9:58                      Los Angeles: 13:30   
 New York: 18:46           New York: 19:51            New York: 9:20                      New York: 10:01                         New York: 13:34        

                         London: 17:52              London: 19:06               London: 8:15                         London: 9:05                              London: 12:38 

FYI: This wonderful Torah newsletter is available in Hebrew, English and French. As we get your request at 
Alon.Ahavat.Israel@gmail.com, we will email it to you and to anyone you see fit. Yishar Koach!!! 

 

The Molad will be Tuesday at 10:14 AM and 11 Chalakim.  
Rosh Chodesh on Thursday. 

mailto:Alon.Ahavat.Israel@gmail.com
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Question: Dear Rabbi, Shalom! 
Just as I am the happiest man in the world, so I am the 
most miserable person in the world! Yes Kvod Harav! You 
are reading correctly, I am at my happiest and at my most 
miserable and I will explain now how this could be. 
It appears that I am a very lucky man, I always succeed, 
everything I did and am doing in my life, not only do I not  
lose, I always managed to profit. 
When I was still sixteen years old I opened in my 
neighborhood a small stall selling souvenirs and house 
wears. I worked in total four hours in the evening and I 
earned much more than businesses that were open all day. 
The wholesalers where I purchased my stock said to me a 
few times: “You are ordering four or five times the amount of 
stock that other established larger shops order”. 
During those four hours I always had customers coming 
in, they sometimes had to wait in the queue for ten or 
fifteen minutes in order to pay for gifts and goods that 
are sold in lots of other shops, and no customer ever 
changed their mind and decided not to buy while waiting. 
This was how I always had money and I was the most 
financially sound young man amongst all my many friends. 
Since money came easily to me, I never appreciated it, 
also when my parents would exhort me to save I always 
answered: “Why should I save? I have always had and will 
always have enough money for what I need”.  
At seventeen and a half I bought an eye popping car, and 
understandably the money and the car drew a lot of friends 
to me, some of whom were dubious who tempted me away 
from the correct path in life, and to my great distress 
because I am of a weak character I was drawn after them 
and did what they wanted, and when my precious parents 
remarked to me about this, I dared to be disrespectful and 
insulting, until one day when they again remarked on my 
behavior and actions, I packed all my personal belongings, 
and within five hours I rented a small fully furnished 
apartment  as I wanted. In the morning I woke up in my 
apartment and I will never forget the thoughts that went 
through my mind: “How great I am! How successful”! With 
a great feeling of pride I got out of bed and for an hour I 
drew up a list of all my family and friends, and thought 
about each one‟s life and what they did, only to prove to 
myself that I am the most talented, the cleverest and the 
most successful of them in every aspect of life. 
I am embarrassed to write that from that morning I 
expressly requested all my friends to honor me, and 
when any one of them would speak to me 
disrespectfully, it was enough for me just to give them a 
look and he would immediately apologize.  
My dear mother never accepted that I left home, and would 
always ask me and even beg me to return to live with them, 
but I, in my great stupidity and rotten conceit always 
refused and even threatened that if she continued to ask 
 

 

The Rebbe was shocked to hear it, his face became 
serious and great pain appeared on it.  

Suddenly the Rebbe clenched his fists and in his strong 
voice commanded: "I want you to say to the mayor of 
Herzliya word for word as I tell you: "Anyone who 
persecutes the religion of Am Yisrael will not end well! 
Our Holy Shabbat demands its insult! Remember, he 
will not end well!" 

R’ Yosef was appalled, how will he dare to say such harsh 
words to the mayor?  
The Rebbe read his thoughts and added: "Please note! 
When you return to Herzliya, contact the mayor 
immediately and tell him:" The Rebbe from Sanz asked that 
you stop fighting the holy values of Am Yisrael, and if not, 
you will not end well!" 

R’ Yosef left the Rebbe's room stunned but decided: "I will 
pass on the message, word for word as the Rebbe ordered, 
without any hesitation." 
As soon as R’ Yosef arrived at his office, he called the 
mayor's office.  

"Mayor's office, hello," the secretary answered. 

"This is Yosef Yaakov, the Chairman of the religious 
council, I would like to speak urgently with the mayor," said 
R’ Yosef. 

"I am sorry, the mayor asked not to transfer any calls to him 
under any circumstance, only messages through me," said 
the secretary. 
"Then tell him that the Rebbe of Sanz asked to tell 
him: "Anyone who persecutes the religion of Am 
Yisrael will not end well! Our Holy Shabbat demands its 
insult! He will not end well!" 
Within a short while, the mayor called R’ Yosef and cried 
aloud: "My dear son was critically injured in a car accident 
and is now struggling for his life. The doctors say these are 
his last hours. I beg you to tell the Rabbi of Sanz to pray 
for his recovery and I pledge to cancel the public 
transportation on Shabbat. I promise!” 

He cried like a little boy, "Please! Hurry up before it's too 
late. His condition is getting worse from moment to 
moment. I have no life without him"! 

I did as he asked and passed on his words to the Rabbi of 
Sanz, who told me: “Don't worry! I'm sure the child will 
fully recover.”  

The speed of his son’s recovery stunned the doctors as 
well. Within a few days the son was discharged from the 
hospital, completely healthy and walking on his own. 

His medical file read "A medical miracle" in red writing. 
The mayor's joy and happiness knew no bounds, and from 
that day forth he took pride in the fact that the sacredness 
of the Shabbat prevails throughout his city. 

May we all merit the fulfillment of “Anybody who indulges 
the Shabbat is given all his heart's wishes," Amen!  

 
 
 
 
 
 

     This newsletter is dedicated to the holy memory of our father, the Torah 

With Blessing of Hallelujah,  
Shabbat Shalom,  

Chodesh tov umevorach,  
All-inclusive salvation and Kol tuv,  

Moshe Yazdi 
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and on Shabbat I read everything in it a few times, and I 
even asked to be added to the listing to receive it by email. 
Since then my wife and I very much enjoy to read it and we 
decided together to turn to you to ask you to advise me 
what to do and this way to put an end and stop to our 
shared pain which makes us suffer very much. 
I want to add and request you to write the truth as you see 
it, and do not worry that perhaps I will be hurt and not 
follow your advice. I thank you in advance for your advice. 
                         From someone in great pain and frustrated. 
 
Answer: To the most miserable young man in the world!!  
A. Only someone stupid like you allows himself to write: “I am 
the happiest person in the world”! You have no idea what 
is “happiness”, what is “joy”, you are greatly and bitterly 
mistaken that you think your money makes you happy. 
Regarding you says King Solomon: “Wealth is stored for its 
owner for his detriment” [Kohelet 5,12]. 
B. Your money destroyed and is destroying your life in this 
world and the next world. The burning tears of your dear 
mother and dear wife are the ones that will burn you in hell 
before all the bad deeds you have done. 
C. King Solomon also said: “A man‟s pride is his downfall”! 
[Mishley 29,22] Many thousands of despicable conceited 
people like you did not pass from this world only after they 
suffered terrible degradation and insults. This was promised 
by our G-D through his servants the Sages of Israel: 
“Anybody who is conceited in the end will be derided and 
will fall to the earth in his pride” 
D. Even now while you are asking for advice, your disgusting 
pride is making you lose your sense, and in terrible insolence 
you ask me not to write that only your money is important in the 
eyes of your “friends”, even though it is clear to you that this is 
the truth. Believe me when I say that you are much more 
miserable then you think!! 
E. Conceited people like you generally only change after 
receiving their punishment, but because I really hope that you 
really want to change, and your great will to change comes at 
any price, therefore I will give you advice that will definitely 
save you. 
F. Since pride and pursuit of honor are  psychological problems, 
and someone afflicted by it has no other remedy except Torah 
study, which has the power to cure anyone who is afflicted with 
lust or any bad character trait, therefore it is proper and correct 
that you learn Torah a minimum of an hour a day with a Talmid 
Chacham who will learn with you on these subjects, and I am 
sure if you do this you will succeed within few weeks to 
overcome your evil inclination, and will be disgusted with pride 
and the pursuit of honor, and will adopt humility. 
G. With a truly loving heart I promise you that if you decide to 
save yourself and do this, I will learn with you a minimum of 
one hour a week. 
H. Please, please my dear friend! Rise up and gird yourself 
like a man and give pleasure to you wife and parents, then 
you will really feel what is joy and you will be happy! 
I. I will be happy to help you achieve real happiness at any 
time you want! 
J. Shabbat Shalom! Complete salvation and all the best!!! 

 

 

 

this, I would disappear completely and not be in contact. 
Because she worried I would carry out my threat, she was 
forced to stop her requests and entreaties, and when I arrived 
for a visit I would receive the greatest respect and pampering.  
Also when my sister told me that mother was crying a lot 
because I left home, I ignored her suffering completely 
and continued on my path. 
As a conceited person who expected to be honored, I 
would get angry and raise my voice to anybody who I did 
not like or who did not do what I said, I felt like I was a 
very unpleasant person, but even then everybody would 
admire me, come to my home and want to be with me, 
obviously because of the large amounts of money I would 
happily spend on all of them. 
In the meantime I got married and because I have a quick 
temper I hurt my wife many times for no real reason. She 
cried a lot and still does cry a lot because of me, we have 
two wonderful children, we lack nothing, every time she 
cries I regret my despicable behavior and promise her I will 
improve, and she in the goodness of her heart forgives me 
and lets it pass, and within a day or two she is terribly let 
down when I again get angry, again shout, again embitter. 
Also after my marriage I continue to party and be rowdy 
with friends and she is very hurt by this, she is scared to 
remark on this so as not to anger me, and she even tries 
very hard to look relaxed and happy, but every time I see 
her eyes red from crying, I ask her forgiveness, and she 
immediately bursts into very angry tears which are 
difficult to calm down from. 
Again I promise and again I revert to my bad ways and 
again promise and again revert.  
About a year ago we became a little more religious  and I try 
to go to synagogue every Friday night, Judaism is doing me 
good, but because I am easily tempted to be pushed by my 
friends to do certain things which I enjoy, I am sometimes 
worried that I do not deserve to enter a synagogue. 
Therefore I am miserable because I have not got a strong 
character, and I have no real happiness in life, every day I 
regret what I did the day before. This is what I wrote: “I 
am the happiest man and the most miserable man”! 
It is very difficult to see my dear wife suffer so much, and a 
lot of times I decide to improve, but when I am put to the test 
I immediately fail and sin and pain my parents and my wife. 
Dear Rabbi! What can I do? I am prepared to do anything 
to receive the strength to stand strong against the 
temptations and tests! I know if I succeed in standing firm 
then there will really be nobody happier than me. 
I don‟t like when I am told: “Your friends do not really love 
you! They only love themselves and your money! You are 
wasting your life on them”! These words anger me very 
much, in spite of the fact that it is clear to me that some of 
them are like that, I am not prepared to listen to this. So I 
would be grateful if you refrain from telling me this, and 
obviously I will be happy to do everything you advise me, it 
is very hard to live with all these regrets in my life. 
I am turning to you because about four months ago I was 
visiting New York and on erev Shabbat (Friday night) I saw 
your Torah sheet in the synagogue and I took it to my hotel, 

 

 
Scholar Kvod Harav Yashar ben Tzion Ben Shifra, of blessed memory.     
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About twenty-five years ago, during one of the classes Mor our father Zlh"h attended with our Rabbi and teacher, Chacham Yosef 
Ades Ztz'l, Chacham Yosef Ades Ztz'l explained, and elaborated the praises of a person who merits to buy and be Yotzei (fulfill 
the obligation) of the Mitzvah to eat Matzah on the Seder night, with a hand-made Matzah that was baked after mid day, just few 
hours before the Chag begins. 
Mor our father Zlh"h, who always made an effort of fulfill the commandments with splendor, decided to buy such Matzahs, he even 
looked up to heaven in the middle of the class and asked: "Please G-d! Help me to fulfill this Mitzvah too, with great honor!" 
Already on the next day he inquired about it, but was very disappointed when he was told that indeed there is such a "group" in 
the neighborhood, but, they only bake for themselves because their time is limited and they cannot bake commercial amounts. 
However, a man like our father would not be discouraged. Right away he found out who the members of that "group" were, and 
decided to contact one of them, whom he knew. "I will pay you any amount you ask, just give me the merit to fulfill this honored 
Mitzvah too," Mor our father Zlh"h told him. 
That person said: "Many people wanted and asked for it, but unfortunately everyone was rejected because of the shortness of time." 
"I think I want it more than anyone else, and I am confident that if you agree to speak to the supervisor, thanks to my wishes and 
my prayer, he will agree to add me." 
That person indeed spoke to the supervisor and to his great surprise, the supervisor immediately agreed to accept the order of 
Mor our Father Zlh"h. 
When the moment to pay for the Matzah came, Mor our father Zlh"h opened his wallet and said: "Please! Take as much as you please." 
My beloved brother, Rabbi Shimon Shlit”a told: "I will never forget those moments when Mor our father Zlh"h entered the 
house, dancing with the Matzah and said to me: "Come dance with me, for meriting this."                  
                                             Tnsb”h. His merit should protect us. To be continued next week.     
  

 
 
 

“Take fragrant spices-resin, mollusk shell, and galbanum, spices and pure frankincense, there shall be equal amounts 
of each” (Exodus 30:34) 
Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai Z”tzl wrote in the holy Zohar: “Not only did the actual performance of burning the incense in the 
Holy Temple, have Heavenly powers to sweeten judgment and harsh decrees, even reciting the Incense Mast has great virtue, 
and is a proven talisman for protection from all destructive energies”!!  He continues: “It is HaShem’s decree, that whoever 
studies and recites the performance of the burning of the incense everyday, will be saved from all evil and witchcraft in the world, 
and will be saved from all harm, negative thoughts, harsh judgment and death, nothing can harm him, and negative energies will 
not overcome him… as long as he is careful to focus when saying it, or at least read it word for word without missing words or 
letters”.  He said: “If people only knew how exalted is the matter of the incense before the King of kings, HaShem Blessed be He, 
they would take each word, and make a gold crown of it, for their heads”.   It is important to focus and have intention, and if one 
does so, he will have a good part in this world and the world to come.  It also has powers to remove death, meaning:  One who 
is diligent in reciting it daily, has the power to recuperate even from severe illness, as well as to help others who are gravely 
ill.  He will be saved from any accusations, no one will be able to speak badly about him, whether at work or regarding finding 
a mate, or anything that might harm him because of La’shon Ha’Ra (slander, evil gossip), he will be protected from defilement, 
and any harsh decree.  (Holy Zohar part II, 218) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

To merit and spread Torah, look for us and follow us (Harav Moshe Yazdi) on  and on   

The following is an example of the holy customs and 
ways of our father, who served G-d with all his being, 
Kvod Harav (KH), Yashar Ben Tzion Ztz”l ben Shifra A”h. 

 
 
 

 

* We will come to their grave site, wherever it may be 
and wash the tombstone! 

* We will study a mishna by their polished grave site 
for the elevation of their pure soul. 

* We can send you pictures of the gravestone before 
and after it was washed. 

You must honor them  

even after they have passed away!! 

Remember! This is the minimum you can do for those 
who did the maximum for you! 

Call now: +972-50-41-41-181 and I'll get back to you!! 
 

 
 
As we know, anybody who commits suicide has no rest 
and suffers harsh and bitter torments that cannot be 
described . The greatest Rabbi Yosef Haim Ztz'l acreated a 
special study order to repair the tortured soul of the 
person who committed suicide  
Therefore, we have decided to carry out this wonderful 
Tikkun (repair of the soul) and bring rescue and rest to 
those aching souls who were forced to do it. 
Anyone who knows a man or woman who has committed 
suicide and wants to arrange this Tikkun for the rest of 
their soul, please call: 052-890-80-65 or fax: 02-625-23-23 . 
Tizku LeMitzvot ! 

It is possible to be present at the time of the Tikkun. 


